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In some twenty-five books written between 1953 and 1993, the French
philosopher Gilles Deleuze enunciated a body of thought that touched
on a dizzying number of subjects, ranging from embryology, ethology,
mathematics, and physics to economics, anthropology, linguistics, and
metallurgy. Among the areas to which he most frequently turned were
the arts, especially in the fifteen years preceding his death in 1995. He
wrote books on Proust (1964, revised and expanded in 1970 and 1976),
on the nineteenth-century novelist Leopold Sacher-Masoch (1967), and
on Kafka (1975), as well as a final collection of literary essays titled
Essays Critical and Clinical (1993), and references to literature abound in
The Logic of Sense (1969), Difference and Repetition (1969), Anti-Oedipus
(1972), and A Thousand Plateaus (1980). In Cinema 1: The Movement-Image
(1983) and Cinema 2: The Time-Image (1985), he developed an elaborate
taxonomy of cinematic images and signs that drew examples from hun-
dreds of films representative of all eras and major tendencies of world
cinema. The arts of music and painting he addressed in A Thousand
Plateaus, and in Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation (1981) he sketched the
outlines of a general theory and history of painting in the course of a
close examination of Bacon’s art.

Although literature and cinema are the arts of which Deleuze
speaks at greatest length, music and painting hold a special place in his

I n t r o d u c t i o n
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thought. When commenting on the differing domains of the various
arts, he often focuses on music and painting, and he frequently charac-
terizes the capacities and limitations of music and painting by con-
trasting the two arts. When he considers the relationship among
philosophy, science, and the arts in the concluding chapters of What Is
Philosophy? (1991), the discussion is dominated by concepts and exam-
ples specific to music and painting. In music Deleuze finds the key to
an understanding of art’s relation to the natural world. Through reflec-
tion on the elements connecting human music and birdsong, he devel-
ops a general theory of animal behavior and evolutionary biology as
forms of thematic rhythmic patterning, ultimately extending the musi-
cal model to describe the interactions of the natural world as an ex-
tended symphony of contrapuntal refrains. Deleuze regards painting as
the paradigmatic art of sensation, and hence as the medium that most
fully discloses the inner dimension of aesthetic experience. The most
carnal of the arts, painting engages the body in a “becoming-other,”
while disembodying sensation and reincarnating it in a world of aper-
sonal affects and percepts. In What Is Philosophy? Deleuze delimits the
realm of the arts primarily through the concepts of sensation and the
refrain, and in large part his general theory of the arts may be seen as a
logical development of his theories of painting and music, painting sug-
gesting art’s function as a force that transforms inner and outer experi-
ence, and music revealing art’s position within the creative processes of
the natural world. My primary aim in this book, therefore, is to eluci-
date Deleuze’s thought on music and painting and situate it within his
account of the aesthetic enterprise as a whole.

Although Deleuze refers to his work at one point as a “construc-
tionism” (PP 201; 147) and at another as a kind of “vitalism” (PP 196;
143), his thought is perhaps best characterized as a philosophy of cre-
ation. Deleuze often describes philosophy as the invention of concepts,
an activity he parallels to the creative activity of the artist. As the painter
works with color or the composer with sounds, so the philosopher
invents in the medium of concepts. In this sense Deleuze’s philosophy is
a “constructionism,” a process of constructing in concepts. But philo-
sophical construction is related as well to spheres of creation much
broader even than the arts themselves. In What Is Philosophy?, the sciences,
the arts and philosophy are all said to constitute “forms of thought or
creation” (QP 196; 208), and those creative modes of thought are re-
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garded as inseparable from the creative processes of the natural world. As
molecules bond, embryos divide, or birds grow and sing, so painters
paint, philosophers conceptualize, and scientists postulate, experiment,
and theorize. Genuine conceptual thought engages a “power of non-
organic life” (PP 196; 143) that passes through all things, and in this
sense Deleuze’s philosophy is a kind of “vitalism” as well as a kind of
“constructionism.” It is not surprising, then, that aesthetic concerns
inevitably lead Deleuze to discuss political, social, and physico-biological
questions, since the formation of artworks is but a dimension of human
creation in general, which in turn is indissociable from the ongoing cre-
ative processes of the natural world. Nor is it surprising that whenever
Deleuze examines any one of the arts, he invariably does so from the van-
tage of the artist rather than the audience. Each art he defines by its
problems, by the challenges faced by the creator in the task of making
something new; questions of reception remain for him of secondary con-
cern. His guides to the arts are the artists themselves, more so than the
critics, and his effort is always to confront the artworks, heed the words
the creators use to talk about their creations, and then invent concepts
adequate to, yet distinct from, the art under consideration.

Deleuze approaches the arts in a systematic fashion, but he does
not propose a unified “system of the arts,” for each art has its own prob-
lems and potential for development. Deleuze identifies music’s object
as the “deterritorialization of the refrain,” and part I of this book is
devoted to an exploration of that proposition. Roughly put, Deleuze’s
contention is that the refrain is any rhythmic motif that may help struc-
ture an organism’s milieu, territory, or social field, and that composers
encounter and transform refrains when they create music. Chapter 1
details the workings of refrains in nature, especially as they relate to ter-
ritorial animals such as birds, and then examines the compositional
practices of Olivier Messiaen, who perhaps more than any other com-
poser makes a systematic use of birdsong in his music. Messiaen’s
exploitations of birdsong are shown to be paradigmatic instances of the
process of “becoming-animal” whereby composers deterritorialize
refrains. What Messiaen calls “rhythmic characters,” “added values,”
and “nonretrogradable rhythms” are then considered as exemplary
techniques of temporal deterritorialization, techniques that function as
musical analogues of the unorthodox, nonchronometric time that
Deleuze associates with becoming and the event.
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Chapter 2 extends this analysis to consider other composers, as well
as Deleuze’s conception of the history of Western art music from
Classicism to the present. Messiaen’s appropriation of birdsong is
unusual among composers, but Deleuze sees in this practice a general
process of “becoming-other” that all musicians enter into when they
create something genuinely new. “Becoming-other” may take the form
of a “becoming-animal,” but also a “becoming-woman,” a “becoming-
child,” or a “becoming-molecular,” and in certain vocal practices from
the Renaissance to the twentieth century Deleuze discovers a general
deterritorialization of the voice that engages all these becomings.
Becoming-other always provides a “transverse” connection between con-
ventional musical components, and the history of music for Deleuze is
a history of such transverse becomings. In delineating the broad periods
of Classical, Romantic, and Modern music, Deleuze relates specifically
musical developments of form to three dimensions of the territorial
refrain, showing how each may be regarded as a transverse becoming-
other. The Classical attention to closed structures he associates with the
emergence of biological milieus; the Romantic interest in organic form
he relates to the conversion of milieus into territories; and the Modern
concern for open structures he links to the opening of territories to a
cosmic line of flight.

In chapter 3, the relation between nature and music is again exam-
ined, in this instance from the perspective of what might be called a
musical ethology, biology, and ecology. If music may be seen as a natu-
ral activity, Deleuze argues, nature may be regarded as a kind of cosmic
music. The behavior of animals is structured by rhythmic patterns, each
of which functions as a motif that combines with other motifs to con-
stitute a milieu, a territory, or a social domain. This behavioral network
of motifs is inseparable from the biological formation of individual
organisms, and the genesis of organisms itself may be treated as the
unfolding of a motif. The birth, growth, maturation, and eventual death
of each organism is a continuous process, and that ongoing process of
self-formation is best conceived of as the expression in time of a kind of
developmental melody. Each organism’s inner developmental melody
unfolds in interaction with the motifs of its environment, and when
viewed from the perspective of evolutionary biology, the emergence of
organisms and environments may be taken as the creative coevolution
of melodies and motifs over an extended period of time. Nature, finally,
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proves to be a composer whose grand composition is itself, and the
human art of music emerges within this composition as but a highly
specialized expression of a natura musicans.

In part II, I turn from the problems and objectives of music to those
of the art of painting. If music’s problem is to deterritorialize the
refrain, painting’s is to deterritorialize the “face-landscape” and “har-
ness forces.” The “face-landscape” forms part of a visual “gridding” that
Deleuze labels “faciality”; chapter 4 is dedicated to an explication of this
elusive concept. The human face Deleuze sees as an important con-
stituent of every social configuration of language practices and power
relations, and as composers deterritorialize refrains, so painters deterri-
torialize the facialized “grids” whereby bodies and landscapes are struc-
tured by the gaze. In every society, discursive and nondiscursive power
relations are organized according to a “regime of signs,” within which
the face functions as an active visual component. A general “visibility,”
or mode of organizing the visible, emerges from each regime of signs,
extending from the face to bodies and finally to the world at large.
When painters engage the visible world, they confront an already facial-
ized realm of conventional facial expressions, gestures, postures, and
landscapes, all of which reinforce dominant power relations. The task of
painters is to disrupt the patterns of faciality and disengage the forces
that are regulated and controlled by the prevailing regime of signs.
When painters succeed in this task, they capture and render visible the
invisible metamorphic forces that play through faces, bodies, and land-
scapes, thereby inducing transverse becomings that allow the emergence
of something new.

Chapters 5 and 6 examine this capture of forces as Deleuze details
it in his study of Francis Bacon. Deleuze makes extensive use of Henri
Maldiney’s analyses of rhythm and color in Cézanne, and in Francis
Bacon: The Logic of Sensation Deleuze develops something like an asubjec-
tive phenomenology of painting, first charting the rhythmic interplay
of forces in the figures, contours, and fields of Bacon’s canvases, then
showing how color functions as the generative element of all his paint-
ings. Bacon says that he tries to render the “brutality of fact” in his art
by painting images that bypass the brain and work directly on the
nerves. Deleuze sees in this project an effort to escape visual clichés and
engage the domain of “sensation,” in which metamorphic forces of
becoming blur distinctions between inside and outside and create zones
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of indiscernibility between external entities. Bacon paints recognizable
figures and objects, but he deforms the “good forms” of conventional
representation by first introducing random chaotic strokes, smudges,
and blotches into his works, and then using those marks as a diagram
for the development of his compositions. Through these deformations
he manages to engage the forces of becoming that escape commonsense
perception and conventional representation. The contorted faces, mal-
leable limbs, and mottled flesh of his human figures register internal
forces of mutation and external forces of compression. Forces of cou-
pling pass between pairs of figures, and a force of separation issues from
the monochrome field in which the figures float. And in the midst of
this complex play of forces, a strange “body without organs” emerges,
one whose surfaces form an affective topological space and whose
rhythms are those of an intensive, nonpulsed time.

Every painter repeats the history of painting, Deleuze claims, and in
Bacon’s deployment of “shallow depth,” metamorphic figures, vibrating
color fields, and “tactile” broken tones Deleuze sees traces of a history of
space-color relations that extends from Egyptian art through Graeco-
Roman and Byzantine art to the colorism of Cézanne and van Gogh.
This history of color, as manifest in Bacon, forms the subject of the final
chapter of part II. Adopting Alois Riegl’s distinction between optic and
haptic (or tactile) space, Deleuze approaches painting in terms of the rela-
tionship between the hand and the eye. In much of Western art, the hand
is subordinate to the eye, seeing and touching reinforcing one another in
constructing a rational, perspectival space. In Egyptian art, the emphasis
is reversed, the hand dominating the eye, the flattened space and planar
figures revealing a sort of “seeing by touching.” But in both traditions, eye
and hand have only a relative autonomy. In Byzantine art, by contrast,
the eye is liberated from the hand, the figures and ground both emerg-
ing from the diastolic and systolic rhythms of color and light. Another
means of liberating eye and hand is evident in Gothic art, the zigzag line
of Gothic ornamentation revealing a haptic force that escapes the con-
trol of the eye. The contrast of optic Byzantine color and haptic Gothic
line might suggest that eye and hand are opposed as color to line, but
Deleuze finds an alternative to the Byzantine use of color in certain hap-
tic practices of colorists like Delacroix, Cézanne, and van Gogh. Color
need not be a purely optical element, Deleuze claims, but may be ren-
dered a tactile medium through an exploitation of hue over value. And
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in Bacon’s use of broken tones and complementary hues Deleuze finds a
haptic colorism, one that puts the hand in the eye and renders color the
generative medium of a tactile space of sensation.

At several points in his work Deleuze makes passing observations
about the relationship of the arts to one another and to philosophy, but
only in What Is Philosophy? does he address this topic directly. In chapter
7 I offer a speculative reading of the difficult closing sections of What Is
Philosophy?, as well as an assessment of what Deleuze sees as the relative
powers of the individual arts and their affinities with philosophy. The
key to Deleuze’s theory of the arts I find in the biological model of the
embryo, whose generative unfolding traces a musical refrain within a
painterly domain of sensation. Philosophy and the arts arise within the
natural world, and each engages a creative virtual force that informs all
processes of connection and growth. Philosophy extracts that virtual
force from bodies, whereas the arts embody it in matter that renders
palpable the “being of sensation.” In painting, the materiality of art is
most easily discerned. In music, art’s continuity with the processes of
natural creation is most clearly revealed. But in both, artistic invention
is fundamentally an engagement with the apersonal becoming-other of
sensation.

Deleuze is a profound and original analyst of the arts, I believe, but
there are formidable obstacles to a ready assimilation of his thought. He
is an inveterate neologizer and inventor of concepts, whose works at
times read like one extended definition of terms. His arguments are
often dense, and they always entail a thought that proceeds by means of
paradox. Although carefully structured and gracefully crafted, his chap-
ters frequently challenge readers’ abilities to follow the arabesques of
the general line of reasoning. He is scrupulous in his citation of sources,
but his texts often require a thorough familiarity with the cited works
in order to be completely intelligible. He offers copious analogies and
examples to illustrate his points, yet seldom does he engage in pro-
longed discussions of any one analogy or example. Finally, he advocates
and practices an unorthodox “nomadic thought,” whereby concepts are
at times modified and transformed from work to work, and even from
section to section of the same work.

To help overcome these obstacles, I have attempted a reading of
Deleuze, in several senses of the term. First, I have focused much of my
analysis on the explication of difficult passages. Broad overviews are use-
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ful, but moving from the general to the specific can be especially perilous
in interpreting Deleuze. He is most fascinating and most demanding in
the subtle twists and turns of his arguments, and often the most resist-
ant sentence or paragraph proves the key to understanding an entire sec-
tion of a work. As part of this explication of difficult passages, I have
ventured as well to trace the filaments that interconnect dense textual
nodes and articulate the logic that informs the development of individ-
ual concepts. I have also attempted a “reading along with” Deleuze,
investigating his sources and indicating the ways in which he appropri-
ates other writers’ terms, analyses, and illustrations for his own purpo-
ses. Often Deleuze’s seemingly arcane remarks are simply highly allusive,
and once one is familiar with his sources, his arguments become rela-
tively straightforward. My reading of Deleuze has required as well an
effort to tease out the implications of the analogies and examples he
offers to explain various abstract concepts. Some of the most exhilarat-
ing and intriguing moments in Deleuze’s writings begin with the phrase
“it’s as if . . . ,” and with careful elaboration of the hints supplied in his
passing illustrations many opaque notions become considerably more
transparent. Finally, I have proposed a reading of Deleuzian concepts
that discriminates shifts in usage from context to context and suggests
the possible rationale behind those shifts.

Deleuze is first and foremost a philosopher, and he repeatedly insists
that philosophy has its own problems and methods that must be distin-
guished from those of other disciplines and practices. Yet he also asserts
that philosophy has need of a “nonphilosophical comprehension of phi-
losophy itself” (PP 223; 164), and that nonphilosophical comprehension
he associates with the arts. For this reason I have felt justified in address-
ing several audiences in this book, not merely philosophers but also
practitioners and students of the various arts. I have tried to clarify with-
out simplifying the complexities of Deleuze’s philosophical arguments,
but so as to make them comprehensible to nonphilosophers. I have also
endeavored to ask what practical consequences Deleuze’s various con-
cepts might have for the analysis of actual works of art. Finally, although
Deleuze views each art as relatively autonomous, his treatments of music
and painting are mutually illuminating, and there is much that a painter
might gain from the musical concept of the refrain, or a composer from
the notion of faciality. I therefore have tried to make discussions of each
of the arts accessible to nonspecialists. I hope that readers will bear these
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facts in mind and have patience when rudimentary concepts from their
area of expertise are glossed or when familiar debates are rehearsed.

This book is the third of a trilogy on Deleuze and the arts, the
others being Deleuze on Literature and Deleuze on Cinema. Though each is
designed as a separate work, they do form a single project. In all three I
have addressed myself to as broad an audience as possible, with the aim
of making Deleuze’s thought accessible to anyone interested in the rela-
tionship between philosophy and the arts. Deleuze’s writings on the
arts are mutually enriching and illuminating, and readers interested in
his studies of music and painting should find his works on literature
and cinema equally rewarding. Should this book prove useful, readers
may wish to consult the other two volumes of this project as well.

Many excellent studies of Deleuze have appeared both in French
and in English over the last several years. I have learned a great deal
from many of them, but I have foregone extended commentary on any
of these works, citing only those texts that help clarify a particular
point in Deleuze’s arguments. I have found especially useful the im-
portant essays of Bensmaïa, Boundas, and Smith, as well as the books
of Alliez, Ansell Pearson, Buchanan, Buydens, Colebrook, Colombat,
Goodchild, Hardt, Holland, Kennedy, Lambert, Massumi, May, Olkowski,
Patton, Rajchman, Rodowick, Stivale, and Zourabichvili. All these works
will be of great assistance to anyone negotiating the difficulties of
Deleuze’s texts.

I must add one final methodological comment. Anyone who writes
on Deleuze faces a peculiar problem for which there is no simple solu-
tion. Four of his most important works were written in collaboration
with Félix Guattari, a major theorist in his own right whose contribu-
tions to their cowritten works are significant. The Deleuze-Guattari texts
have a style of their own that is unlike anything written by Deleuze or
Guattari alone. Yet determining which idea is Deleuze’s and which
Guattari’s is impossible, so thoroughly are their thoughts and styles
combined. When they resume their individual projects after a given col-
laborative venture, each treats the coauthored work as his own, freely
expanding on that work’s concepts and extending them into new areas
of investigation. I see no choice but to treat Deleuze’s books and the
Deleuze-Guattari volumes as constituents of a single body of work. Were
I to focus my attention on Guattari, I would likewise regard his works
and the Deleuze-Guattari books as components of a single Guattari
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oeuvre. Hence, though I frequently speak of “Deleuze’s thought” while
citing Deleuze-Guattari texts, by no means am I discounting the essen-
tial role Guattari has played in the creation of those works, nor am I
ignoring the important influence Guattari has clearly exercised on the
formation of Deleuze’s philosophy.

Many have assisted me in this project, which has extended over a
number of years. The University of Georgia Research Foundation and
the University of Georgia Center for Humanities and Arts provided gen-
erous support through grants that allowed time for research and writ-
ing.1 Ian Buchanan, Constantin Boundas, Paul Patton, and Charles
Stivale offered welcome encouragement at various stages of the process.
I am especially grateful to Jerry Herron and Mihai Spariosu for their
friendship and support, and to Florin Berindeanu for his helpful com-
ments on the manuscript. I have gained a great deal from students in
my Deleuze seminars over the years, especially Michael Baltasi, Ravinder
Kaur Banerjee, Andrew Brown, Balance Chow, Hyung-chul Chung,
Letitia Guran, Paulo Oneto, Wei Qin, Astra Taylor, and Maria Chung-
min Tu. But my greatest debt is to my family, for their encouragement,
understanding, and support throughout the process.
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In an afterword to the English translation of Jacques Attali’s Noise,
Susan McClary aptly notes that

it is quite clear to most listeners that music moves them, that they
respond deeply to music in a variety of ways, even though in our
society they are told that they cannot know anything about music
without having absorbed the whole theoretical apparatus neces-
sary for music specialization. But to learn this apparatus is to
learn to renounce one’s responses, to discover that the musical
phenomenon is to be understood mechanistically, mathematically.
Thus non-trained listeners are prevented from talking about social
and expressive dimensions of music (for they lack the vocabulary
to refer to its parts) and so are trained musicians (for they have
been taught, in learning the proper vocabulary, that music is
strictly self-contained structure). (McClary 150)

The issue McClary articulates, that of the contradiction between listeners’
personal experience of music and the professional theorization of music,
points to a fundamental question: Is music strictly self-contained struc-
ture, or does it have some relation to that which is outside itself—to the
emotions of human listeners, but also to their lives, their activities, and
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the myriad dynamic processes going on in the world around them? In A
Thousand Plateaus, especially in plateau 11, “The Refrain” (“De la ritour-
nelle”), Deleuze and Guattari argue that music is an open structure that
permeates and is permeated by the world. They offer a reading of the rela-
tionship between the cosmos and music not as mechanical and mathe-
matical but as machinic and rhythmical. Their point of departure is
birdsong, a topic that might initially seem tangential to the business at
hand. But this topic allows them to situate music within the general con-
text of sonic and rhythmic patterning in nature and to suggest a continu-
ity among human and nonhuman species in their modes of occupying
space and establishing interspecific and conspecific relationships. It also
allows them to develop the implications of some of the concepts and prac-
tices of the composer Olivier Messiaen, whose approach to rhythm and
birdsong in his musical compositions and theoretical writings opens the
way toward a conception of music as an engagement of cosmic forces. The
object of this chapter is to outline the basic features of Deleuze and
Guattari’s musical cosmology, and then to show through Messiaen’s work
how this general theory may be related to musical composition per se. The
next chapter concerns Deleuze and Guattari’s remarks on music history
and their approach to periodization, and the third addresses the question
of the relationship between music and nature, this time exploring the bio-
logical implications of Deleuze and Guattari’s musical cosmology.

MUSIC AND COSMOS IN ANTIQUIT Y

If contemporary music theorists generally treat music as a self-referential
system divorced from psychological, social, and natural considerations,
their Western predecessors from classical antiquity through the Renais-
sance tend to regard music as intimately tied to the order of microcosm
and macrocosm. The disciplines of arithmetic, geometry, astronomy,
and music, which make up the medieval quadrivium, are already closely
allied in much ancient thought, and the concept of the “harmony of the
spheres,” which explicitly links music and cosmology, is regularly in-
voked throughout antiquity, the Middle Ages and the Renaissance.1 What
is important to note is the extent to which these ideas are informed by
many of the fundamental themes of Platonism.

Pythagoras is said to have been the first in the West systematically to
establish the connection between musical and cosmic order.2 Pythagoras
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and his followers noted that the relation between musical pitches may
be expressed in terms of numerical ratios—the octave as 2�1, the fifth,
3�2, the fourth, 4�3, the whole tone, 9�8—and that similar pro-
portional relations govern the structure of the created world. The
Pythagoreans regarded number as the generative force of all geomet-
ric and physical forms, and they found both musical and numerical
consonance in the movement of the planets, which, they claimed,
emitted a celestial music as each sphere followed its perfectly propor-
tioned course. For the Pythagoreans, the world is characterized by the
two principles of peras, or limit, and kosmos, a word “which unites, as
perhaps only the Greek spirit could, the notion of order, arrangement
or structural perfection with that of beauty” (Guthrie 206).3 In the
Pythagorean cosmogony, apeiron, or the unlimited, is the formless,
boundless, and chaotic flux which precedes the cosmos, and which, by
being submitted to the force of limit (peras), is transformed into a uni-
verse that possesses form, order, proportion, and wholeness. Apeiron,
we might note, is also the source of time, but an unmeasured time that
limit converts into chronos, or time that is numbered, measured, and
submitted to the cyclical rhythms of the cosmos.4

For the Pythagoreans, then, music manifests the order of number,
and cosmic harmony entails the circumscription of space and the
mensuration of time, in that the proportioned parts of the cosmos are
rendered harmonious through their participation in a delimited,
macroscopic whole, and time is made regular through its subjugation
to the periodic repetition of the same. Although Plato by no means
embraces all aspects of Pythagorean doctrine in his writings, he does
make frequent use of Pythagorean concepts of harmony and propor-
tion, and he repeatedly affirms that order requires a subjection of the
many to the one and the other to the same. In the Timaeus, the con-
nection between music, mathematics, and cosmology is elaborately
developed, and the ontological status of number, which remains
uncertain in the Pythagoreans, is explicitly identified as ideal. In other
dialogues, particularly the Republic, the concept of harmony is used to
characterize psychological and social order, and philosophy itself is
often seen as a musical activity. As Edward Lippman observes, the
entire Platonic enterprise may finally be conceived of as a form of
music: “The musician creates harmony in the pitch and duration of
tone and in gesture; man creates harmony in the conduct of his life;
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the statesman creates harmony in society; the Demiurge creates har-
mony in the cosmos; the philosopher creates the harmony of dialectic
and the music of discourse” (Lippman 41).

It is essentially this Platonic conception of music that Boethius
develops in the Consolatio and De Musica and that numerous writers later
reiterate throughout the Middle Ages and Renaissance.5 In Boethius’s
differentiation of musica instrumentalis (actual vocal and instrumental
music), musica humana (the physical, emotional, and spiritual harmony
of human beings) and musica mundana (the harmony of the spheres),
one finds the entire range of Platonic analogies as well as the clear hier-
archical ranking of physical and spiritual activities that renders actual
music a mere sensual echo of the more significant music of mathemat-
ics and philosophy. And holding the entire system together are the
notions of number and proportion as all-pervasive forms and cosmic
order as the delimitation and regulation of a whole.

RHY THM AND THE REFRAIN

In virtually every regard, Deleuze and Guattari’s treatment of music is the
antithesis of the traditional, Platonic approach to the subject. In their
view, the cosmos with which music is intertwined is not a circumscribed
totality but an open whole whose dimensions can never be given as such.6

The essence of music is to be found not in the macroscopic order of celes-
tial cycles, but in the molecular domain of transverse becomings. The
pulsations that play through music and the world are not measured
recurrences of the same but ametrical rhythms of the incommensurable
and the unequal. And the time disclosed in music is less that of chronos
than aion, the floating time of haecceities and becoming.

Deleuze and Guattari describe music as “the active, creative opera-
tion which consists of deterritorializing the refrain [la ritournelle]” (MP
369; 300), a definition that obviously depends for its coherence on a full
understanding of the concepts of the refrain and (de)territorialization.
Musical refrains, they note, have venerable associations with territorial-
ity, each of the ancient Greek modes or the “hundred rhythms” of the
Hindu deçî-tâlas, for instance, being associated with a specific region or
province as well as a particular mood and character. In this regard, musi-
cal refrains resemble birdsongs, which ethologists have long recognized
as basic components in the delimitation of bird territories. Abstracting
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from these instances of geographically associated sonic motifs, Deleuze
and Guattari extend the notion of the refrain to refer to any kind of
rhythmic pattern that stakes out a territory. Three examples will suffice
to indicate the basic ways in which this process takes place: (1) A child
afraid in the dark sings a song to reassure herself, and in so doing estab-
lishes a stable point in the midst of chaos, a locus of order in a non-
dimensional space; (2) a cat sprays the corners of his house and the trees
and bushes in his yard and thereby demarcates a dimensional area that
he claims as his possession; (3) a bird sings an impromptu aria at the
break of day, and thus opens its territory to other milieus and the cos-
mos at large. A point of stability, a circle of property, and an opening to
the outside—these are the three aspects of the refrain. Although the three
may be differentiated from one another, they do not represent successive
moments in an evolutionary or developmental sequence, but “three as-
pects of a single and same thing” (MP 383; 312), which manifests itself
now in one form, now in another. As stabilizing point, the refrain creates
an infra-assemblage with directional components; as surrounding circle,
an intra-assemblage with dimensional components; and as opening to
the outside, an inter-assemblage with components of passage or flight.
“Forces of chaos, terrestrial forces, cosmic forces: all of these confront
each other and come together in the refrain” (MP 384; 312).

The elements from which territories are formed are milieus and
rhythms, which themselves are created out of chaos. As Deleuze insists
at several junctures in his work, chaos is not the dark night in which
all cows are black, an undifferentiated and unthinkable blur that is
opposed to order, but a genetic medium from which order sponta-
neously emerges. Chaos has directional vectors from which a point of
order may issue. Although we may usefully conceive of this locus of
order as a geometrical point, it is not inert but mobile. Nor is it self-
contained, but determined by its relations with other loci of order,
and hence fluctuating and provisional. In all these senses, then, it
delineates a directional space, which Deleuze and Guattari label a
“milieu.” A milieu is a coded block of space-time, a code being defined
by “periodic repetition” (MP 384; 313). Every milieu is in contact with
other milieus, however, and “each code is in a state of perpetual
transcoding or transduction” (MP 384; 313). We may describe an
amoeba’s milieu, for instance, in terms of a series of submilieus—its
surrounding liquid medium (external milieu), its organs (internal milieu),
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its exchanges between inside and outside across the cell membrane
(intermediary milieu), and its relation to food, sunlight, and other
sources of energy (annexed milieu). In each case we may determine the
periodic repetition that encodes a given submilieu, the regular pat-
terns that organize a particular block of space-time, and note the fluc-
tuations in patterns that result from the mutual interaction of the
various submilieus. The amoeba’s milieu is a locus of order in the
midst of chaos, but it emerges from chaos along a directional vector,
and it remains open to chaos from without and within. Thus chaos,
far from being the qualitative antithesis of the milieu, is simply “the
milieu of all milieus” (MP 385; 313).

Periodic repetition encodes a milieu, but one must distinguish the
measure (or meter) of such repetition from the rhythm that occurs
between two milieus, or between a milieu and chaos (as the milieu of all
milieus). Measure implies a repetition of the Same, a preexisting, self-
identical pattern that is reproduced over and over again, whereas rhythm
“is the Unequal or Incommensurable, always in a process of transcoding,”
operating “not in a homogeneous space-time, but with heterogeneous
blocks” (MP 385; 313). Rhythm, in short, is difference, or relation—the in-
between whereby milieus communicate with one another, within them-
selves (as collections of sub-milieus), and with chaos. Rhythm is not a
secondary byproduct of a milieu’s measure, but a primary constituent of
that milieu. Consider the human body. Its internal milieu is made up of
various elements—the heart, lungs, brain, nerves, and so on—each with its
own rate of periodic repetition. The rhythms of the body, however, take
place between various milieus and sub-milieus, the heart’s regular meas-
ure, for instance, fluctuating in response to neural and hormonal stim-
uli, changes in breathing rate, alterations in the external environment,
and so on. In a sense the heart’s periodic repetition produces rhythm, but
not by reproducing an identical measure and not in isolation from other
milieus. Its regular meter is a vital pulse, not a reproduction of the same,
whose regularity and variability are inseparable from the intermilieu
rhythms of difference. Hence Deleuze and Guattari assert that “a milieu
does indeed exist by virtue of periodic repetition, but such repetition only
has the effect of producing a difference through which the milieu passes
into another milieu. It is difference that is rhythmic, and not repetition,
which, however, produces it; but that productive repetition has nothing
to do with a reproductive measure” (MP 385–86; 314).
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FROM MILIEUS TO TERRITORIES

A milieu, however, is not a territory, for a territory “is in fact an act that
affects milieus and rhythms, that ‘territorializes’ them” (MP 386; 314).
Such an action is essentially artistic and appropriative, one whereby
milieu components emerge as qualities, and rhythms become expres-
sive. Consider, for example, the brilliant coloring of various species of
territorial tropical fish. In many fish, hormonal responses to sexual
stimuli or external threats trigger alterations in external body col-
oration, but such changes are transitory and linked to a specific milieu
function. In territorial fish, by contrast, coloration expresses a relation
to a given space and attains a temporal continuity that does not vary
with the activities within that space. Konrad Lorenz, a pioneer in re-
search on territoriality, observes that the spectacular color displays of
tropical fish are like posters ostentatiously signaling the presence of the
fish and its claims to a particular area of the coral reef. The more
brightly colored the fish, the more aggressively territorial is the species.
A similar emergence of expressive qualities is evident in the stagemaker
(Scenopoeetes dentirostris), a bird that picks leaves from a tree, drops them
to the ground, and then turns them upside down to reveal their pale
underside and thereby demarcate a territory.7 Each leaf is a milieu com-
ponent that has been removed from its milieu and converted into a
quality, and the stagemaker’s action constitutes a rhythm that is no
longer simply a function of a milieu but has become expressive. The leaf
is like a poster, a form of art brut that declares the oneness of the bird
with its proper territory.

With the establishment of a territory, then, “a milieu component
becomes at once quality and property, quale and proprium” (MP 387; 315).
A directional milieu becomes a circumscribed, dimensional space, but it
is the territorializing function of the expressive quality/property that
establishes the dimensional space, not the space that determines the
function. It is at the same moment that a quality is abstracted from a
milieu component, a possession is declared, and a dimensional space is
established. Territory “is in fact an act” (MP 386; 314), although such an
act obviously is not necessarily intentional or conscious. (It is doubtful
that the stagemaker decides to pluck the leaves, and the tetra certainly
does not choose to don its brilliant markings.) Rather, territorialization
“is the act of rhythm that has become expressive, or of milieu compo-
nents that have become qualitative” (MP 388; 315). Rhythm itself—the
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differential, incommensurable relation between milieus—creates the ter-
ritory, and with it expressive qualities that stake out a possession.

Ethologists have long stressed the possessiveness of territorial crea-
tures, but Deleuze and Guattari insist that such animals are also artists.
“Property is first artistic, because art is first placard, poster” (MP 389;
316). The territorial marker is a signature, an expressive quality that cre-
ates a domain and names its owner. (Such an owner, we should note, is
not a preexisting subject; rather, the owner as subject and the territory
are both constituted at the same time through the delineation of an
expressive quality.) “One puts one’s signature on an object as one plants
a flag on a plot of land” (MP 389; 316). Art, then, is connected to prop-
erty and possession, but not in the reductive sense that art is an out-
growth of a primal acquisitiveness rooted in a self-preservation instinct.
Quite the reverse. “The expressive is primary in relation to the posses-
sive” (MP 389; 316). Art, as the disposition of expressive qualities, is the
active agent in the formation of territory and the establishment of its
occupant’s proprietary identity.

What is crucial in the establishment of a territory is the autonomy
of qualities and rhythms. In Deleuze and Guattari’s terms, a certain
level of decoding or deterritorialization must take place if a territory is
to be formed. The coloration of the tropical fish must be divested of any
fixed connection with sexual or aggressive stimuli if it is to serve as a ter-
ritorial marker. In the case of the brown stagemaker, if leaf plucking
were a constant periodic activity, then all places would be indifferently
littered with leaf debris, but since leaf plucking has a certain autonomy
and indeterminacy, one space may be differentiated from all others and
established as a territory. The establishment of a territory, then, entails
a certain degree of decoding, or “unfixing” of qualities and rhythms,
and a subsequent recoding of those qualities and rhythms in terms of a
specific domain.

Autonomy is evident as well in the shifting relations that link vari-
ous qualities within a given territory. Qualities and relations occur not
in isolation from one another but in complexes that “express” the rela-
tion of the territory to the internal milieu of impulses and the external
milieu of circumstances. Internal relations constitute territorial motifs
and external relations form territorial counterpoints (MP 390; 317), and
both are characterized by nonpulsed, autonomous rhythms that organ-
ize patterns of inner impulses and drives on the one hand, and outer
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connections with environmental variables on the other. Ethologists
refer to the formation of such motifs and counterpoints as “ritualiza-
tion,” defining this process broadly as the modification of a behavior
pattern to serve a communicative function. They recognize the impor-
tance of ritualization in territorial animals, but generally regard territo-
rial rituals as simply stimulus-response patterns made up of the vestiges
of other such patterns that have been modified and combined to
assume new functions. Deleuze and Guattari argue, however, that the
complex of actions that make up a ritual—for example, singing, nest
building, grooming, strutting, and displaying colored plumage in a
bird’s mating ritual—presumes the existence of an autonomous config-
uration of differences (i.e., rhythms) that puts the heterogeneous
impulses and circumstances of the ritual in relation to one another and
in relation to a demarcated territory.

The male stickleback fish, for example, engages in a zigzag dance
upon seeing a female, thereby signaling his desire to mate. According to
Lorenz and others, the “zig” of his dance, a movement toward the
female, is a vestige of an attack impulse, and the “zag” toward the nest,
a product of the sexual drives. The two movements are combined and
given a new function in the dance, which itself assumes a role in a com-
plex sequence of actions: she appears, he dances, she courts, he leads,
she follows, he shows her the nest entrance, she enters the nest, he trem-
bles, she spawns, he fertilizes the eggs (see Eibl-Eibesfeldt 185–87).
External circumstances affect the dance in various ways, the presence of
the female triggering the zigzag movement but only during the mating
season and at certain times of day. After fertilizing three or four clutches
of eggs, the male’s sexual drive wanes and dancing ceases. The male
begins to ventilate the eggs with fanning movements of his pectoral
fins, apparently in response to increases in carbon dioxide in the water
around the nest generated by the oxygen consumption of the gestating
eggs (ibid. 54).

The stickleback’s zigzag dance is, then, is a territorial motif that
organizes internal impulses (a combination of aggressive zig and sexual
zag) and a territorial counterpoint that responds to external circum-
stances (female’s presence, season and time of day, carbon dioxide level
around the nest). The zigzag dance is a refrain, a configuration of ele-
ments that have been decoded from their milieu functions and recoded
with new territorial functions. Rather than serving simply as a placard
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or poster, a mere signature of the male stickleback’s possession of its ter-
ritory, the zigzag dance expresses the relations of internal and external
components to the territory. The qualities and relations attain a certain
autonomy; it is a question “no longer of signatures, but [of] a style” (MP
391; 318). Hence, internal territorial motifs may be said to form “rhyth-
mic characters” (“personnages rythmiques”) in which “the rhythm itself is
now the character in its entirety,” just as territorial counterpoints form
“melodic landscapes” (“paysages melodiques”), in which contrapuntal rela-
tions compose a melody that is itself “a sonorous landscape in counter-
point to a virtual landscape” (MP 391; 318). When a bird sings its
territorial song, we do not anthropomorphize in saying that it sings
with joy or sadness or that it greets the dawn or competes with a rival,
for the song articulates the relations among internal impulses and exter-
nal circumstances that assume a regular pattern in the constitution of a
territory. The song is “geomorphic” (MP 392; 319) in that its rhythms
are those of all the elements that make up the territory, the territorial-
izing process in a sense singing through the bird in an autonomous
refrain that expresses the patterning of the ensemble of territorial com-
ponents. Motifs and counterpoints, in short, are rhythms with a life of
their own, not secondary byproducts of stimulus-response reflexes. We
may say in somewhat different terms, then, that a territory is character-
ized by irregular patterns of differential relations that have a certain
autonomy in respect to the heterogeneous elements they combine.

Territorialization also induces two important effects, a “reorganiza-
tion of functions” and a “regrouping of forces” (MP 394; 320), the sec-
ond of which is particularly important in understanding the cosmic
dimension of territorialization. Activities, when territorialized, undergo
modification and specialization, and the result is “the creation of new
functions such as nest building, the transformation of old functions,
such as aggression that changes its nature in becoming intra-specific”
(MP 394; 320–21). Besides reorganizing functions, “The territory re-
groups all the forces of the different milieus in a single sheaf consti-
tuted by the forces of the earth” (MP 395; 321). Every territory has a
center of intensity where its forces come together, a center that is at
once within the territory and outside it, like the kingdom of God,
always at hand yet difficult to reach. (Deleuze and Guattari argue that
religion is something common to animals and humans, and that in both
it is related to the territorial gathering of forces.) The equivocal nature
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of this center is most evident in the migrations of certain animals
whose territory is organized around a distant homeland or gathering
place—salmon returning to their spawning grounds, locusts and chaff-
inches assembling in masses, spiny lobsters marching single-file for
miles across the ocean floor. These are extreme examples of the re-
grouping of forces that takes place in territorialization, but they are
not exceptions to the basic process, for every territory combines forces
in an intense center which itself is an opening whereby the territory
issues forth onto the cosmos at large. It is not surprising, then, that
territorial forms of social organization may give rise to nonterritorial
patterns of group interaction, since territories are by their nature open
to a process of decoding, or deterritorialization. Hence, in territorial
animals, male-female pairs tend to function as couples only within the
territory, whereas in other complex forms of social organization couple
bonds have a relative or absolute degree of autonomy in relation to
geographic coordinates.

Territorialization, then, is a complex process of decoding and re-
coding (deterritorialization and reterritorialization), which transforms
milieus and rhythms by creating expressive qualities and autonomous
rhythms (both territorial motifs and territorial counterpoints) that in-
duce a reorganization of functions and a regrouping of forces. Thus we
can elaborate on our initial classification of refrains by saying that they
may (1) mark or assemble a territory; (2) connect a territory with inter-
nal impulses and/or external circumstances; (3) identify specialized
functions; (4) or collect forces in order to centralize the territory or go
outside it.

Such refrains form the content proper to music. “Whereas the
refrain is essentially territorial, territorializing or reterritorializing, music
makes of the refrain a deterritorialized content for a deterritorializing
form of expression” (MP 369; 300). Music, it is true, subjects its own
materials to systematic rules (such as those of traditional harmony and
counterpoint), but Deleuze and Guattari insist that all great composers
manage to unsettle the given conventions of their day and invent “a
sort of diagonal between the harmonic vertical and the melodic horizon”
(MP 363; 296). The process through which a refrain is deterritorialized
is essentially one of becoming, a becoming-woman, a becoming-child, a
becoming-animal or a becoming-molecular, a passage between milieus
and territories that articulates the nonpulsed rhythms of an unmeasured
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time. What this might mean should become clearer after a brief exami-
nation of the compositional practices of Olivier Messiaen.8

MESSIAEN AND THE COMPOSITION OF TIME

At first glance, one might expect to find little in common between a
devout Catholic composer and two materialist philosophers such as
Deleuze and Guattari. Yet despite the orthodoxy of Messiaen’s
Christianity and the central role his faith played in his life as a com-
poser, there is much in his thought and practice that is in accord with
the remarks about music in A Thousand Plateaus. Perhaps in part this is
because of Messiaen’s mystical proclivities, which led him to emphasize
joy and ecstasy in his works rather than pain and suffering: “My music
is cheerful, it contains glory and light. Of course suffering exists for me,
too, but I’ve written very few poignant pieces. I’m not made for that. I
love Light, Joy, and Glory in the divine sense” (Rößler 92). Many of his
religious works, particularly those, like Les Corps glorieux, that celebrate
the resurrected body (its refinement, mobility, strength, radiance, etc.),
could well serve as confirmation of Deleuze and Guattari’s observation
that “music is never tragic, music is joy” [that] “gives us a taste for dying,
a taste less for happiness than for dying with happiness, being extin-
guished” (MP 367; 299). Perhaps as well Messiaen’s ability to move with-
out difficulty from divine ecstasy to human passion and the rhythms of
nature, to bring about in his music a “juxtaposition of Catholic faith,
the Tristan and Isolde myth and a highly developed use of birdsong”
(Samuel 3) is not that far removed from Deleuze and Guattari’s practice
of creating plateaus of desiring-production that span molecular and
cosmic domains.

But obviously what most draws Deleuze and Guattari to Messiaen
is the composer’s dedication to experimentation in all the parameters of
musical expression. Deleuze and Guattari call for a music that puts “in
continuous variation all components,” that forms “a rhizome instead of
a tree, and enters the service of a virtual cosmic continuum, in which
even the holes, silences, ruptures and cuts have a part” (MP 121; 95). In
this regard, Messiaen’s music is exemplary. As early as 1944, Messiaen
spoke in his composition classes about the limitations of the Second
Viennese School, in whose works pitch structures alone are investigated
while conventional rhythmic and formal conceptions remain unexam-
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ined (see Goléa 247). Throughout his career, Messiaen experimented
with rhythm and harmonic modes, and in his work from Mode de valeurs
et d’intensités (1949) forward, he explored various serial and modal
approaches to dynamics, timbre, duration, and other compositional
components.

One of the areas of most intense experimentation in Messiaen’s
music is rhythm. Rhythmic music, he states, “is music that scorns repeti-
tion, straightforwardness and equal divisions. In short, it’s music inspired
by the movements of nature, movements of free and unequal durations”
(Samuel 33). For Messiaen, as for Deleuze and Guattari, rhythm and
meter are antithetical concepts, and what passes for “rhythmic music”
(jazz, military marches) he sees as the negation of true rhythm. Messiaen
defines rhythm as “the change of number and duration”:

Suppose that there were a single beat in all the universe. One beat;
with eternity before it and eternity after it. A before and an after.
That is the birth of time. Imagine then, almost immediately, a sec-
ond beat. Since any beat is prolonged by the silence which follows
it, the second beat will be longer than the first. Another number,
another duration. That is the birth of Rhythm.9

Rhythm is born of moments of intensity, incommensurable accents
that create unequal extensions of duration. Whereas meter presumes
an even division of a uniform time, rhythm presupposes a time of flux,
of multiple speeds and reversible relations. As Messiaen remarks, the
musician must be sensitive to the various “time-scales, superimposed
on each other, which surround us: the endlessly long time of the stars,
the very long time of the mountains, the middling one of the human
being, the short one of insects, the very short one of atoms (not to
mention the time-scales inherent in ourselves—the physiological, the
psychological)” (Rößler 40). Through rhythm, he says, the musician
can experiment with time and disclose new temporal relations: “By
means of his rhythms, he can chop up Time here and there, and can
even put it together again in the reverse order, a little as though he were
going for a walk through different points of time, or as though he were
amassing the future by turning to the past, in the process of which, his
memory of the past becomes transformed into a memory of the future”
(Rößler 41).
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